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BITCOIN - The STEP-BY-STEP Guide To Ownership That is an approachable, funny, one-sitting
read to understand how to get Bitcoin and store it safely.
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HIGHLY RECOMMENDED! The music estimates were distracting to align with the chapters. This
book is an approachable, readable, guide to acquiring your first BITCOIN with some humor. This is
not a Finance Journal that gets as well bogged down in jargon. Not everyone is fortunate enough to
have an MBA therefore its great when someone generates something like this to help the rest of us
understand the complexities of something like Cryptocurrency. HIGHLY RECOMMENDED! Kudos to
Mr. Most people don't realize the technology or the underlying value - read the book if you are
unsure. Not everyone is fortunate enough to have an MBA so its great when .. Most people do not
understand the technology or the underlying . I confidently bought my first Bitcoin and kept it safely.!
Richards for obviously and concisely demystifying the what, the why and the how of Bitcoin....!
bitcoin can do to the banking industry, what email do to the postal service -- Fast, digestible,
engaging read. Light read perfect for between business flights. Richards light hearted approach kept
me engaged and helped me have a better fundamental understanding about this emerging crypto
currency. Not what I expected.! I was wishing that the publication would explain a few of the top
level discussion.
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